
Page Replaement PoliiesGeneral ahing problem: whih entry should be removed from the ahe to make room foranother?When should page replaement poliy be invoked:� on a page fault� independent of page faults (a paging daemon)
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Min Poliy (Belady's algorithm), Optimal PoliyDisard the page whose next aess is farthest in the future.� ideal poliy: best possible hoie� annot be implemented� yardstik for omparing other poliiesLeast Reently UsedUse (reent) past as a preditor of the future:� disard page that has not been aessed in longest time� tough to implement exatly:{ list of pages must be kept in sorted list by referene time, or{ page must be stamped with time of referene or some type of inreasing ounter.
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However, good approximations are possible.Not Reently Used (NRU)Approximate time stamp with 1-bit lok:� if bit is true, page was referened \reently"� otherwise, it was referened \signi�antly earlier"One implementation:� hardware supports a referene bit (similar to modi�ed bit, but set on every pagereferene)� Periodially (either on page faults or by time), yle through the pages, learing thereferene bit.� when the page fault handler needs a frame, it yles through the page table lookingfor pages with a false referene bitFour lasses (pik a page from the lowest numbered lass). Approah shown inTanenbaum.1. R=0, M=02. R=0, M=13. R=1, M=04. R=1, M=1
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Clok AlgorithmTo inrease fairness (and improve performane) start searh for andidate page whereprevious searh ended|Clok Algorithm. This algorithm does not divide pages into lassesnor does it use the modify bit in making deisions (although a suh an algorithm ould beonstruted).Like advaning a lok hand through the pages.if (R == 0)replaeelsereset Radvane handFIFO Page ReplaementIn the �rst in �rst out (FIFO) poliy, the memory manager swaps out the oldest page,regardless of how reently it was aessed.
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EvaluationInlusion (Stak) PropertyPage-referene strings an be used to evaluate page replaement poliies. Usually oneounts the number of page faults for a given referene string, page replaement poliy, andnumber of frames.A fault-rate graph plots the number of page faults vs. the number of page frames.Cold-start behavior refers to starting with an empty ahe (e.g., pure demand paging).Warm-start behavior refers to that part of the fault-rate graph after the ahe has beenloaded. Fill up initial frames.The harateristi number is a single number that summarizes the page fault frequeny; itis given by the area under the urve of the graph. Other analysis is given in Tanenbaum.Does an inrease in the number of pages in memory derease the number of page faults aproess generates?Consider the referene string (sequene of pages a proess referenes: 0 1 2 3 0 1 4 0 1 2 3 4If physial store holds 3 pages, 9 faults our (3 for old start faults, 6 warm faults). If weinrease the physial size to 4 pages, 10 faults our (4 old, 6 warm).Anomalies an our only in poliies that lak the stak property or inlusion property. Theinlusion property requires that:� for any page referene string, the set of pages that would be in an n-frame store is asubset of those that would be in an (n+1)-frame storeFIFO does not satisfy the inlusion property, while LRU (among others) does.
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Loality of RefereneAnother way of viewing the problem. Rather than LRU and its approximations, try to takeinto aount loality of referene.Experiments show that some pages are aessed more frequently than others. In partiular,programs exhibit a loality of referene:� on stak mahines, programs aess pages near the top of the stak more frequentlythan those at the bottom� programs exeuting loops ontinually feth the same instrutions� sequential aess of elements of an array (bring up an example of a 1024x1024array|aess eah row or eah olumn).At eah instane, a few pages are in ative use, while others are unreferened. A phasehange ours when the set of pages in ative use hanges.
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Working SetThe working set poliy (an ideal):� estimates the number of pages a proess needs to proeed at a reasonable rate.� limits the number of proesses on the ready list so that physial memory anaommodate all working sets� other \ready" proesses are kept in a \memory-wait" state� when a proess is swapped bak into memory, the pages in its working set may bebrought in (eliminates old start). This is alled prepaging, and is the opposite ofdemand pagingThe working set is de�ned as follows:� maintain the referene string over virtual time, the time a proess is atuallyexeuting.� a proesses working set is the set of pages referened in the previous w units ofvirtual time� w is tunable working size parameter of the poliySimulations show that the working set poliy works well. In pratie, it is diÆult toimplement exatly.
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Page-Fault FrequenyThe page-fault frequeny poliy approximates the working set poliy.� deisions made only when a page fault ours� when fault ours, hek how reently last fault ourred� if last fault ourred more than p units ago, disard all pages not referened sine lastfault. P is a tunable parameter. Phase shift assumed.� if last fault ourred less than p units ago, add new page to working set but donothing else. Building up.� after making deision reset all referened bits.� when a fault ours after a long lag, the OS removes pages that have a false referenebit from the working set.� a disarded page has its present bit set to false, but is not swapped out. It is addedto the pool of good andidates to swap out.� if a fault ours, the page may still be in the pool.� the size of the swapping andidate pool is a measure of the multiprogramminge�etiveness. Small pool implies too muh multiprogramming. Large pool impliesthat another proess ould be added.
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Global vs. Loal PoliiesSo far, we have onsidered single proess systems where there is only one page table.Multiple proesses an be aommodated by giving eah proess a quota of frames andapplying a poliy individually to eah proess.Loal poliies resolve ompetition for frames loal to a proess.Global poliies have proesses ompeting against eah other for frames.
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Global PoliiesWhy global poliies?� one proess may need more memory than another� guessing the right per-proess alloation diÆult (a proess' working set)� bloked proesses hold memory usable by another proessProblems with global poliies:� proess that has been away from the ready list for a while experienes many pagefaults (old start problem)� number of proesses on ready list may be so large that no proess has enough memory� proesses that have been exeuting for a while keep referening their pages, whileother proesses (perhaps bloked waiting for a page) lose even more of theirsFor global poliies, san frame table (rather than page table) for andidate pages to swap.Usually, the frame table is not diretly supported by the hardware, so the OS maintainsone in software.
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Sharing PagesCan think of allowing sharing of pages between proesses. Useful, but auses problems.� Who owns a frame?� How to gain aess to information for a shared frame?How to approah? A entral mapping table to use for keeping trak of shared information?Loking Pages in MemorySome pages annot safely be swapped out:� frames being aessed by devies performing DMA. The OS must tie down suhframes in memory� parts of the operating system (e.g., page fault handler!)Baking StoreHave an expliit swap area on disk. Sometimes the exeutable itself is used, whih anresult in the message \text �le busy" when reompiling.
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